Canterbury Trap have developed another world first, a fully automated Bunker system that only requires one shooter to set up and operate.

The Canterbury Auto Trench replicates a traditional 15 trap ISSF layout with simple push button controls for set up and changing between ISSF programs.

The system comes complete with Voice release and control console.

Additional features include multi positional practice modes and ABT/Continental/Wobble trap facility.
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so close to his dream yet only able to watch as the medals were awarded to shooters from other federations. Surprisingly, one of the medalists tested positive for a ban-substance, thus awarding Jason the bronze medal.

Now as exciting as that moment must have been for Jason, I can tell you as someone that has stood on the podium at the Olympic Games that is a moment I will never forgot and a moment that Jason did not get to experience. I witnessed the USA Shooting Team come together and present Jason with his Olympic medal in a way that only a true team could have. With a roar of applause, I saw Jason's medal placed around his neck as did the rest of the U.S. contingent, and although you can never replace standing on the podium, I witnessed a close second. These are just a few examples of the positive teamwork in Beijing.

Teamwork benefits a group and creates a support group for individuals. For example, if you shoot a bad round or a bad shot, members will be there to boost your morale. Groups that use teamwork can also increase their skill set by tapping into the abilities of all the members. These benefits and others can help determine the success of the entire team. Fostering an atmosphere centered on teamwork can be met with challenges, especially in an individual sport like shooting where we now use a points system to select the Olympic Team in addition to U.S. Olympic Trials. This is one of the primary reasons why support from coaches, family, friends and all the athletes will be vital to the USA coming together as a team once again to win more medals than ever before at the Olympic Games in 2012. I have seen it before and as we come closer and closer to the Olympic Games, I am excited to see us not only become a more unified USA Shooting Team but a stronger Team USA as well.